Innovations that work with nature.

INSPIRATION IN ROCK

Facing products

“We haven’t invented the quarry, but we have
implemented ways to get the best out of it“
Marco Röhrig, CEO
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RÖHRIG granit ® – A FAMILY BUSINESS ...
... with a distinctive profile
The Röhrig granite business has been in the family for three generations. It was founded by Josef Röhrig
in 1933. The company has been managed by Gerhard Röhrig since 1964. Today RÖHRIG granit® operates
four factories, employs 80 staff members, and provides vocational training opportunities. Since 1997, the
company has been managed jointly by Gerhard and Marco Röhrig. The succession was regulated within
the company in 2007. RÖHRIG granit® is a traditional, highly successful and innovative company; a market
leader in the stone and earth industry. The company extracts and refines granites and high-class industrial
minerals for individual applications.
... with a sense of responsibility for people and nature
Given the responsibility we all bear, RÖHRIG granit® is committed to continuing its measures targeted
towards protecting nature and the environment in the future. The management attaches great importance
to continuing its support for voluntary projects for nature and environmental conservation. RÖHRIG granit®
is certified according to EMAS, the most credible and robust environmental management system.
... with a market presence
Using the very latest technologies, RÖHRIG granit® is constantly developing, adapting, and improving their
products to match the technical and economic requirements of their customers. The consistent market
orientation, close relationships with customers, and successful innovations have long since enabled
RÖHRIG granit® to become internationally successful, independent specialists in the raw materials sector.
By diversifying on the market, achieving an international presence and a well-balanced portfolio of massproduced and niche products, the company has paved the way for its continued steady growth.
... with an innovative yet traditional approach
The entire workforce is committed to the company‘s future development. This is why RÖHRIG granit® can
fulfill its aims and responsibilities with positive energy and a sense of inner conviction as well as pleasure.
Our motto is “We live out what we believe to be important.“ RÖHRIG granit® looks forward to fresh
challenges and lives for the success of the company as a whole.

Gerhard and Marco Röhrig

Facing products
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Even more than 2.000 years ago the Romans already appreciated the quality and variety
of Odenwald granite. RÖHRIG granit® pursues this tradition and exploits this stone’s
special product properties. Our facing sands and high-quality face splittings, used as
concrete stone years ago, display this resistance still today – even in case of most aggressive
environmental effects.
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HIGH-QUALITY FACE SPLITTINGS
RÖHRIG granit® high-quality face splittings in the product colours grey crystalline and
red are ideal for use as concrete plasters, slabs, special parts and facades. Rely on the
unique, coarse crystalline structure, harmonious colours, uniform mineralogical and
chemical composition as well as frost and de-icing salt resistance.
All our high-quality face splittings originate from our own quarries with extensive and
approved raw material deposits. They are extracted using selective quarrying and the
latest processing methods.
Let the quality and variety convince you: There are various ways to work surfaces with
our high-quality face splittings such as bush-hammered, curled, broken, fine-washed,
sanded, acidified, blasted.

grey crystalline

red

black crystalline

light crystalline
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0.0 – 2.0 mm

+

+

–

–

0.1 – 2.0 mm

+

+

+

+

0.5 – 2.0 mm

+

+

+

+

1.0 – 2.0 mm

+

+

+

–

1.0 – 3.0 mm

+

+

–

–

2.0 – 5.0 mm

+

+

–

–

5.0 – 8.0 mm

+

+

–

–

8.0 – 11.0 mm

+

+

–

–

Grain sizes

+ available – not available

grey crystalline

black crystalline

red

light crystalline
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FACING MATERIAL
Vibrant, natural structures as well as timeless permanent colours characterize our
fine-grained facing material. The wide variety of colours can be mixed according
to your wishes and specifications. We also deliver your raw material for fancy and
trendy concrete mixtures “just in time”.
The facing material is fire-dried and dedusted. The flour grain ratio is defined. The
product does not have fluctuations in the grading curve. The raw material is
delivered moist.

Grain sizes

nero

yellow crystalline

pastel white

Our facing sand for concrete plasters, slabs, special parts and facades can be used
in various ways: fine-washed, curled, sanded, acidified, blasted.

0.1 – 2.0 mm

+

+

+

0.5 – 2.0 mm

+

+

+

1.0 – 2.0 mm

–

–

+

1.0 – 2.5 mm

+

–

–

+ available – not available

nero
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yellow crystalline

pastel white
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NATURAL-COLOURED HIGH-QUALITY
FACE SPLITTINGS AND FACING SANDS
As with facing sands, the high-quality coloured grain sizes stand for better
processing, however, they differ with regard to their grain size. Both
achieve uniform and harmonious surfaces for concrete plasters, slabs,
special parts and facades.
The raw material’s uniform grading curve must be noted. Delivery is
made in moist condition.

yellow

white

black

Grain sizes

yellow

white

black
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0.0 – 2.0 mm

–

+

+

0.0 – 3.0 mm

+

–

–

0.0 – 4.0 mm

–

–

–

1.0 – 3.0 mm

+

+

+

2.0 – 4.0 mm

+

–

–

2.0 – 5.0 mm

–

+

+

+ available – not available

Vorsatzprodukte

granomix ®
If you want to design high-quality and diversified surfaces
and bring your individual ideas to life then granomix,
another of our natural premium products, is what you
are looking for. granomix has proven its use for plasters,
slabs, and facades.
The grading curves are defined and ideally graduated, the
steady composition guarantees an ideal product result.
Different grain sizes and various colours can be combined
as desired. For a convincing surface result.

imperial white II

imperial white III

crystal velvet

crystal lux

crystal silver

ivory

0.0 – 2.0 mm –

–

–

–

–

–

–

+

0.09 – 2.0 mm +

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

0.1 – 2.0 mm –

–

–

–

+

+

+

–

0.1 – 3.0 mm –

+

+

+

–

–

–

–

Grain sizes

granosand

imperial white I
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granosand

imperial white I-III

crystal velvet

NEW!

NEW!

+ available – not available

Special mixtures upon request

crystal lux

crystal silver

ivory
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Vorsatzprodukte

granostar ® FACING MATERIAL
In view of the numerous concrete surfaces available on the market it is ever more
important to set oneself apart. To do so, our granostar® facing material offers you
completely new possibilities.
The granostar® facing material creates modern surfaces with a high demand on design.
Their natural impression offers great design possibilities.
We combine our excellent facing material with the outstanding visual properties of
the granostar® products. The enhanced glint allows you to design fine, compact surfaces with special visual effects made of natural, colourfast raw materials.

onyx

leucite

auburn

0.1 – 2.0 mm +

+

+

+

+

0.5 – 2.0 mm +

+

–

–

–

Grain sizes

copper

manganese

granostar® facing material is delivered moist.

+ available – not available

Special mixtures upon request
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NEW!

copper

manganese

onyx

NEW!

leucite

NEW!

auburn
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CALK PLASTER FILLING MATERIAL
If you also want it to be visually perfect and wish to design long-lasting,
resistant surfaces then we can offer you calk filling material with matching
colours. Our natural and decorative products can be matched to any plaster surface thanks to their variety of colours. They can be used as plaster
surface, fine splitting for filter and decorative plasters as well as splitting
for eco plasters. The sands and splittings are available in different grain
sizes and are fire-dried, dedusted and low in flour grain. In addition, when
stored in a dry place, they can be easily brushed into the calk plasters.
Besides the grain sizes mentioned, calk material in accordance with TL plasters
can also be delivered upon request.
Insist on quality – even when it comes to details!

Grain sizes
0.1 – 2.0 mm
1.0 – 2.0 mm
1.0 – 3.0 mm
Special mixtures
upon request
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Production facilities at the Sonderbach site

Production facilities at the Lampertheim site

TECHNICAL NOTES
Our products are made exclusively from natural raw materials. Some
natural variation in colour is therefore to be expected. Individual
product properties may vary due to the great variety in mineral raw
materials.
Material from a single batch should be used, if it is possible, for a
given object to keep colour variations to a minimum.
We would be happy to give you information and advice on which
products would best suit your purposes. If you have any specific
requirements, please ensure that you agree these in writing with
us before your order is processed. Our application technology
department is available for consultation on any details.
We recommend that you thoroughly mix the entire quantity to be
used prior to processing in order to archieve better material homogeneity. Transport and handling can lead to segregation.

Please bear in mind that minor variations in colour may occur
between the picture and the actual product despite modern
printing technology.
No compensation will be provided for damage and defects
based on information in this product brochure pursuant to
paragraph Clause 444 of the German Code of Civil Law (BGB).
Our terms of delivery and sale will apply exclusively to all orders.
Construction Products‘ Regulations
Please find our declaration of performance accoding to the CPR
under the following link: www.dopcap.eu.
Delivery Sizes
RÖHRIG granit® products are delivered worldwide: loose by
dump truck, silo vehicle, shipload, container shipment and
Big-Bag.
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WINNING TRUST ...
... with natural raw materials
Authorised deposits of RÖHRIG granit® have been the property of the family and secured for many generations.
The raw material deposits have uniform macroscopic and microscopic structures and are free from irregularities or
other features that could impair their quality. The tight interlocking and homogeneous distribution of the components
forming the stone ensure its good strength properties.
... with an extensive range of products and colours
The products manufactured by RÖHRIG granit® are highly customised. RÖHRIG granit® produces fine highperformance fillers, powdered stone, fire-dried and dedusted fine sands, various mixtures and high-grade splittings
in many colours.
... with valuable application areas
Construction chemicals, plasters, mortars, paints, varnishes, plastics, aggregates, decorative materials, cosmetics,
glass, ceramics, facing concrete, road construction and landscaping. RÖHRIG granit® products are delivered
worldwide in the following forms: loose by dumper truck, silo vehicle or shipload as well as in Big-Bags, 25 kg
bags and 5 kg buckets.
... with a commitment to quality and reliability
RÖHRIG granit® stands for consistency when it comes to quality, success and reliability. The products are processed
and manufactured in the company‘s own state-of-the-art production facilities. All the industrial minerals that RÖHRIG
granit® includes in its product range have undergone detailed analyses in the laboratory. Please consult the technical
data and safety sheets for more information. We have been a certified company since 1997 and currently have ISO
19001:2008 certification. Regular external monitoring and our own in-house production inspections ensure that
customers get top-quality products. Work on new products by the research and development department is ongoing.
RÖHRIG granit® offers service and flexibility in its consultations, application technology, research and development.
RÖHRIG granit® develops new ideas and new solutions together with you.
Thank you for your trust!
We would like to get to know you if you are not yet one of our customers.
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CERTIFIED ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION
RÖHRIG granit® is committed to working with many associations in the field of nature and environmental
protection. The company already concluded an agreement on contractual nature conversation with
Darmstadt Regional Council in 2005 as a representative of the state of Hesse. The quarry sites in
Heppenheim were designated as a bird sanctuary. In order to ensure the bird protection, directives were
implemented.The habitat of the eagle owl and peregrine falcon was taken into consideration and provided for in a close and trusting collaboration. These ideal conditions for bird protection would not exist
without the mining operation and the active mining activities. The steep rock faces make an ideal habitat
for these birds.
COOPERATION rather than CONFRONTATION. Since then, a long-term partnership with the NABU, and
the NABU-Bergstrasse in particular, is testament to the collaboration. The company is currently involved
in the species conservation project to consolidate and integrate yellow-bellied toads in the Hesse region.
There is an ongoing operation to integrate the yellow-bellied toads, improve the quality of the water and
protect their habitats, for example, by cordoning off pathways.

Innovations that work with nature.

Main office:

Branch office:

RÖHRIG granit ® GmbH
Werkstraße Röhrig 1
64646 HEPPENHEIM | GERMANY

RÖHRIG granit ® GmbH
Bauhofstraße 30-34
68623 LAMPERTHEIM | GERMANY

Telephone +49 (0) 62 52 / 70 09 - 0
Telefax
+49 (0) 62 52 / 70 09 -11
info@roehrig-granit.de

Telephone +49 (0) 62 52 / 70 09 - 0
Telefax
+49 (0) 62 52 / 70 09 -11
info@roehrig-granit.de

www.roehrig-granit.de
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Screening plant in Sonderbach in twilight

